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Abstract 

Information extraction is a method to extract particular kind of information in sequence from large volume of information. In the 
incremental information extraction the intermediate output of the processed data are stored in the parse tree data base with the 
help of a parse tree. Whenever there is a need to extract the information, extraction is performed on previously processed data as 
well as modified data generated by the component that was amended. Since the updates in the parse tree database are not 
incremental there is redundancy in which it will go through the information that was same in all the documents which will take 
more amount of time. So, incremental parse tree database is chosen in which it uses hashing and in this the state of the document 
will be identified by the signatures generated by it. So by using the incremental parse tree data base there is reduction in 
redundancy compared to the parse tree base which was used earlier. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is predictable that each year additional than 6,00,000 articles are available in the biomedical literature, with secure to 
20 million publication access being stored in the Medline database. Extracting in sequence from such a large corpus of 
documents is very complicated. So it is important to achieve the extraction of information by automaticity. Information 
Extraction (IE) is the progression of extracting structured information from the formless information.  
Incremental information extraction framework uses database organization system as an essential part. Database 
management system provides the dynamic extraction needs over the file-based storage space systems. Text processing 
components of named entity recognition and parsers deploy for the entire text corpus. The transitional output of each text 
processing constituent is stored in the relational database proposed as Parse Tree Database (PTDB). Database query 
which is used to retrieve the information from the PTDB is in the form of Parse Tree Query Language (PTQL). 
If the retrieval goal is modified or a module is efficient than the corresponding module then only the responsible module 
is spread for the entire text corpus and the processed data is occupied into the PTDB. Then retrieval of information is 
performed on the data that is involved rather than entire text. Unlike the file-based pipeline loom, incremental in 
sequence extraction framework loom stores the intermediate processed information of each component; this avoids the 
requirement of reprocessing the complete text corpus. Avoiding such reprocessing of information is most significant for 
information extractions because it reduces the extraction time extremely. 
 
2. RELATED WORK 
Information extraction is one of the most important research areas over several past years. The purpose of this is that 
improving precision of the extraction systems. This segment, describes how this incremental in sequence extraction 
framework differs from conventional IE systems, rule-based IE systems. 
 
2.1 Traditional IE Approaches 
Admired file-based frameworks of UIMA [1] and GATE [2] IE frameworks have the capability to integrate various NLP 
mechanisms for IE. These frameworks do not accumulate the intermediate dispensation data. QXtract [5],Snowball [6] 
systems utilize the RDBMS to store and query the take out results. Cimple [7], SystemT [8] systems use the combined 
operations in RDBMS. This extracts the results that are stored in various database tables. All these frameworks do not 
store any intermediate processed data, so if a component is improved or extraction goal is changed then all components 
have to be reprocessed from the initial. This consumes additional time and also has the high computational cost. In 
organize to reduce this high computational cost the majority common approach called manuscript filtering is used. Thus 
the clean documents are called as capable documents which are used in [5], [9], and [10]. Extraction is performed on 
those capable documents and then the applicable documents are retrieved from this. This the riddle approach fully based 
on the verdict that is selected separately based on the lexical clues. These clues enclose been provided by the parse tree 
query language. Also this riddle process utilizes the effectiveness of the IR engines. 
 
2.2 Rule-Based IE Approaches 
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Rule-based IE approaches worn in [11], [12], [13], and [14]. Avatar System [14] uses the AQL query language; this has 
the ability of performing IE task by matching it with standard expressions. But this query language does not sustain the 
traversal on parser tree. DIAL [12], TLM [13], identify It Now [15] systems are fully based on the relationship removal. 
They use their possess query languages. But all these uncertainty languages only supports querying of data from the 
superficial parsing they do not provide the ability of performing extraction using the rich grammatical structures. Cimple 
[7], SystemT [8], Xlog [16] used the declarative languages. Joins process is performed on the RDBMS and then system 
are applied for the addition of the dissimilar extracted results. However, these rules are not able of querying parse trees. 
MEDIE [11] stores the parse tree in the database and it tolerates the query language for the removal over this parse trees. 
The XML-like query languages such as XPath [3], XQuery [4] are pedestal on one kind of addiction grammar called head 
driven phrase structure (HPSG). Link types cannot be uttered in this query language as in PTQL.  
 
3. OVERVIEW OF PROPOSED SYSTEM 
The proposed model "Computing the confidence of redundant extracted information using PTQL" consists of incremental 
parse tree data base (IPTDB) where the processing time is reduced to a larger extent as with the parse tree base which 
contains redundant information whenever a new goal is added if the document contains same information which was 
already present in the parse tree data base. Because in the parse tree database whenever a new goal is added extraction is 
applied on the previously processed data as well as updated data generated by the component. So incremental parse tree 
database is chosen.   
3.1 Incremental Parse Tree Database and Index 
In the incremental parse tree data base whenever any document is given first the text data is converted into sentences and 
then into words and for the words  parts of speech is assigned. A parse tree is constructed for a document. For this process 
Lucene is used. The detailed description of  lucene is given in [18].  
After the text was analyzed then extraction takes place by issuing queries to the database. In the parse tree database [17] if 
a document is added and if the document contains the same information which was present in the database then also it is 
going to update the information because in the parse tree database whenever a new goal is added it is going to update 
everything. But in the incremental parse tree database it is going to update only some information that was related 
directly to the given goal. 
In the IPTDB, in a document for a sentence parse tree is constructed and for that a hash value is calculated for the whole 
tree. Whenever any new document is added hash values are compared. If the hash values are similar then it assumes that 
both the documents are similar and it is not going to compute the value and also assumes that both are similar words. So 
no need to scan them.   
If the hash values are not similar then it is going to check the sub nodes. Since if the value differs then it will be in any 
one of the sub nodes in the tree. So all the sub nodes values are calculated and checks where the difference occurs. It is 
going to update only that value. 
So due to incremental parsing incremental indexing takes place.      
 
3.1.1 Incremental Indexing 
In the incremental parse tree database for indexing the documents it uses hashing. Incremental indexing takes place in 
which hash values are stored for a document. In the incremental indexing avoids the documents which are already 
indexed as the state of the document is identified by the signatures generated as it uses hashing.  
 
3.1.2 Hashing 
Hashing is a method to transform string of words into usually shorter fixed length value. It is used to retrieve the items by 
using the hashed key. Since there is one hashed key the searching time will be less compared to the earlier process. To 
search for any name it first considers the hash value and compares for a match using that value. Hashed value can be used 
to store a reference to the original data and retrieves at the time when it is useful. The algorithm for computing the hash 
values in the nodes can be represented as 
 
3.1.3 Algorithm 
Step 1: Initialize a document. 
Step 2: Generation of a parse tree for a sentence in a document. 
Step 3: Generation of   hash values for the parse tree. 
Step 4: Initialize index with generated hash values. 
Step 5: Scan the differ node if the hash value of the sub node differs. 
Step 6 : Continue the process until all the sub nodes are calculated. 
 
The architecture of incremental parse tree database is shown in Figure.3.1 
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Figure 3.1 System Architecture of PTQL framework 

 
4. Performance Analysis 
The performance of IPTDB (Incremental Parse Tree Database) with PTDB (Parse Tree Data Base). In regard to 
experiments consider the corpus of documents of different sizes, and applied updates to the document source by adding 
new documents and changes to the existing documents. The performance advantage of ITPDB over PTDB observed 
under the situation of indexing Tree Database over 20 iterations. The time taken for repetitive indexing process is 
considerably minimized in ITDB that compared to PTDB. The performance advantage is explored in Fig.4.1 

 
Figure 4.1 IPTDB  performance over PTDB under update index time 

 
5. Conclusion 
Existing mining frameworks do not provide the ability to manage the intermediate processed information. This leads to 
the preventable reprocessing of the entire text assortment when the extraction goal is personalized or improved, which 
can be computationally exclusive and time consuming one. To diminish this reprocessing time, the midway processed 
data is stored in the database as in original framework. The database is in the appearance of parse tree. To extract in 
sequence from this parse tree the mining goal written by the user in natural language text is transformed into PTQL and 
then extraction is execute on text corpus. This incremental extraction loom saves much more time compared to perform 
mining by first processing each sentence one-at-a time with linguistic parsers and then additional components. 
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